
 Supervisor Meeting 8 
 

Date 6/03/2018 
Time 1630 

Venue SIS Level 4  
Attendees Jin Qiang 

Sushil 
Sherman 
Celestine 
Derrick 

Absentees - 
 

Agenda 

Item Description 
1. Go through Midterm Feedback for Finals 

 
Project Management: 
Bug Metric - Decreasing cause of regression testing? Not decrease cause 
no more bugs? 
 
More explanation for wiki (The task metrics and the planned versus actuals) 
 
Team Meetings minutes - sufficient details,what was done beforehand, 
action items by who.  
 
Mention: Observational study not a interventional study in the scope of 
project 
 
Increase users from iCity side instead of CREA to add value to sponsors 
 

2. Quality of Project: 
Explain more app is running on background, and the difference/challenges 
in that as compared to foreground app.  
 
Highlight removal of pin number in finals 
 
UT: Who is it, where, when, objective. Show quantitative and qualitative 
results. Highlight a few comments. 
 
10 Users for admin page - Staff and faculty (right demographics) 

3. Total user for production - 45 users.  
Total 21 compatible phones.  
 

 



Summary for respondents  
150 people in age criteria - 

- 60 Interested 
- 45 people downloaded 
- How many compatible/not compatible/not sure on compatibility.  

 
Family and friends/sponsors - Start the respondent ID with 2xxxxxxx 
Information from them: Contact No of friend, Who we pass to 
(father/mother) 
Minimum 2 weeks to collect data, 1 week to analyse data. 

4. Milestone Target 

Reach 50 users for finals, bonus to get 50 from family and friends and the 
extra from CREA. 

5. Analytics 

% in and out of home 

Drainage pattern (off charging) 

Phone models  

Phone charging behaviour - Can also be supported by research paper. 

Better/newer phone more well off in relation to going out. (Per person 
household capita etc) 

Come up with other things to implement for analytics 
The meeting was adjourned at 1800H with the next meeting scheduled 06/03/2018. 

 
Task List 

Item Task Action by 
1. Project description in wiki:  

Observational vs Intervention study 
Celestine 
[7/3/2018] 

2. Changes made to Android app based on comments given by 
reviewers. Just change the UI to have bigger font, images. 
Monitor crashlytics logs, help Sherman with analytics.  

Sushil 
[10/3/2018] 

3. Users recruitment for project 
 

Jinqiang & 
Celestine 

[23/3/2018] 
4. UI changes based on UAT, design/front end logic. Derrick 

[8/3/2018] 
5. Back end, analytics portion, sql scripts Sherman 

[8/3/2018] 

 

 



These minutes will be circulated and adopted if there are no amendments reported in 
the next three days.  

 
Vetted by, 
Celestine 

Vetted by, 
Sushil 

 
 

 


